1. Welcome and Introductions
   a. Kevin Simas (OUHSD Director of Education); Crystal Guzman Salazar (OHS ELD Student); Maggy Salazar (OHS Parent); Scott Burket (OUHSD ELD Coach)
      i. Parent Maggy Salazar inquired about Tutoring, stated that Crystal benefitted from after-school tutoring program last year.
         1. Mr. Simas mentioned that Tutoring may return in a modified format.
      ii. Parent MS asked for Counselor contact to inquire about Crystal’s classroom progress.
         1. Mr. Burket emailed Counselor contact information to parent.

2. Purpose of DELAC
   a. Explanation of programs/services
   b. LCAP/Learning Continuity Plan
   c. Guide OUHSD to meet requirements for federal funding

3. Annual Measurable Achievement Objectives
   a. Reclassification Process
      i. ELPAC scores, MAP, requirements
         1. COVID adjustments, possible Fall administration, possible cancellation of ELPAC

4. ELD Placement Process
   a. Answered parent MS questions regarding student program placement, score

5. OUHSD English Learner Progress
   a. State 16.4: OUHSD 10
      i. Still work to be done to raise scores

6. Learning Continuity Plan
   a. Shared plan is in draft form, contents
      i. Parent inquiry about school reopening/Independent Study options/safety concerns
         1. Parent stated appreciation for the information
      ii. Discussion of LCP content
         1. Parent MS asked about counseling for student and expressed gratitude for Chromebook and hot spot provided by OUHSD.
            a. Referral to Counselor and Social Worker to help deal with stress of current situation.
            b. Advisory class intended to check on social and emotional needs of students.
         2. Referral to parent MS and student CGS to pick up meals provided to all students
            a. Pick-up locations and times provided
         3. Parent MS and student CGS referred to link to comment and give further suggestions on the plan and review further as needed. Parent agreed with the plan as outlined
            a. Mr. Simas also provided email to CGS and MS if any questions.

7. How to serve English Learners and spend funds (Consolidated Application)
   a. Sutter County Office of Education pool
      i. Putting together budget plan
         1. Provide training and resources for improving DL instruction for ELs
         2. Teacher training
         3. Para training
            a. Parent MS approves budget plan
8. Future DELAC participation
   a. Parent MS and student CGS encouraged to participate in DELAC

Meeting ended at 4:45 p.m.